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Introduction 
	
 This case study examines music therapy with Emily, a young adult female with 

developmental delays from a relational, intersubjective perspective. Emily’s therapy occurred 

while I was an intern at a holistic, integrative, residential treatment and education center for 

adults and children with significant intellectual disabilities, Autism Spectrum Disorder, and 

multiple disabilities. Six music therapy sessions are described in detail, examining the role that 

our therapeutic and musical relationship had in optimizing Emily’s clinical goals. The purpose of 

presenting this case study is to investigate how the core components of humanistic and relational 

theory, such as vitality (Stern, 2010), unconditional positive regard and empathy (Rogers & 

Stanford, 1984), intersubjectivity (Trondalen, 2016), relationship based approach (Greenspan & 

Wieder, 2003), and musicality (Nordoff & Robbins, 1992) impacted Emily’s treatment.  

For the purposes of this thesis, I reference Bruscia’s (2014) definition of music therapy:  

Music therapy is a reflexive process wherein the therapist helps the client to optimize the 

client’s health, using various facets of music experience and the relationships formed 

through them as the impetus for change. As defined here, music therapy is the 

professional practice component of the discipline, which informs and is informed by 

theory and research. (p. 36) 

I have chosen this definition because it fits both my own worldview of music therapy, as well as 

the orientation of the residential center where I worked during my Internship, which uses 

primarily a humanistic, client-centered approach to music therapy. This perspective focuses on 

therapeutic relationship using empathy, unconditional positive regard and acceptance, as the 

primary way to help clients meet their clinical goals (Abrams, 2015; Rogers & Stanford, 1984). 

Within the context of a musical relationship, a person with a disability can experience mutuality 
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and connection (Nordoff & Robbins, 1992). Through the examination of my experience with 

Emily through the lens of relational theories of music therapy, I hope to gain further insight into 

her treatment progress, an awareness of my role as a music therapist, and deepen my 

understanding the role of intersubjectivity within musical relationships.  

Literature Review  

Humanistic Psychology 

 Humanistic psychology is grounded in the theories of Carl Rogers and emphasize the 

importance of the relationship between client and therapist using a holistic outlook (Aanstoos, 

2017; King, 2010). Rogers theorized that every person has the ability to reach his or her full 

potential, and a therapist’s role is not to fix or cure a person, but rather to help guide a person 

towards their own internal wisdom (Kahn & Rachman, 2000; Wilson, 2016; Rogers & Stanford, 

1984). Rogers listed three necessary conditions a therapist must possess to help a client within a 

therapeutic relationship: positive regard, empathic understanding, and openness and genuineness 

(Kahn & Rachman, 2000; Rogers & Stanford, 1984). Positive regard refers to the therapist 

respecting and accepting the client, leaving judgment behind. Empathic understanding is when 

the therapist attempts to understand the world from the client’s perspective. The therapist takes 

authentic interest in the client’s thoughts and feelings, shows sensitivity, and accepts whatever 

the client brings to the session. Genuineness is when the therapist appropriately reacts and 

expresses sincere reactions in response to the client. It is important for the therapist to act honest 

and “real,” which includes acting appropriately to one’s emotions (Kahn & Rachman, 2000; 

Rogers & Stanford, 1984).  

A humanistic perspective is one that is ideographic rather than nomothetic, that is each 

individual is unique and does not fit into arbitrary categories or groups. It is necessary for 
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therapists to gain an understanding of the lived experience of each person and nurturing a caring, 

trusting, and authentic relationship is a key factor in doing this. The client must trust the 

therapeutic relationship, the therapist, and the self in order to grow (Wilson, 2016). With a spirit 

of empathy and understanding, the therapist “walks” alongside the client, not guiding them in a 

certain direction, allowing freedom of the self to provide change (Kahn & Rachman, 2000).  

Humanistic psychology is focused on self-healing, conscious thoughts, and the here and 

now (Aanstoos, 2017; King, 2010). Focus is placed on the strengths of individuals, using these 

strengths to overcome weaknesses. Theories believe people already have inherent resources to 

thrive, but are in need of the right conditions and environment. Unlike other models of therapy 

that focus on curative measures through procedural techniques, humanistic therapy encourages 

people to understand themselves, self-heal, and grow individually (King, 2010). The therapist 

provides a non-judgmental space for self-realization (Aanstoos, 2017). Through person-centered 

care, clients are able to experience self-fulfillment and grow.      

Theorists who have been influenced by the concepts of humanistic psychology include 

Daniel Stern (Stern, 2010), Stanley Greenspan (Greenspan & Wieder, 2003), and music 

therapists Gro Trondalen (Trondalen, 2016), and Paul Nordoff and Clive Robbins (Nordoff & 

Robbins, 2007).  

Humanistic Perspectives in Therapy and Music Therapy 

Significant characteristics of four clinical perspectives are relevant to humanistic views 

and music therapy and emphasize client-therapist relationship. Stern’s (2010) forms of vitality 

and Greenspan’s (2003) developmental perspectives of autism have been adapted by music 

therapists. Trondalen (2016) and Nordoff and Robbins (2007) were music therapists who 
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emphasized the importance of intersubjectivity, relationships, and communication. These models 

all share the core characteristics of humanism as presented by Rogers (1984).  

 Daniel Stern. Stern (2010a), a psychiatrist and psychoanalytic theorist, introduces the 

concept of dynamic forms of vitality, including the theoretical framework and science behind his 

ideas, examples of vitality forms in the arts, and the development and clinical implications of 

these vitality forms.  

According to Stern, vitality occurs within a dynamic encounter. It is a “property of what 

you experience that is not tied to any one emotion, or in fact to any emotion” (Stern, 2010b, 

p.91). They are not emotions, states, or perceptions, they are “felt experiences of force” (Stern, 

2010a, p.8). Vitality can be described as a quality of experience; it helps explain how we 

experience the world around us and is often based on encounters with others (Stern, 2000). 

“Vitality forms characterize personal feelings as well dynamic of movements” (Ammaniti & 

Ferrari, 2013). Forms of feeling are in all vital processes of life, such as breathing. Vitality is a 

way of feeling, not a specific feeling itself, and these feelings arise from relationships. Forms of 

vitality are small micro moments that represent our desire to connect. Vitality is shaped by 

interactions and vital feelings arise from relationships with others (Ammaniti & Ferrari, 2013; 

Stern, 2000).  

Vitality is the feeling of an emerging thought, rather than the content of the thought itself. 

This feeling of emergence is often overlooked by the content. Vitality can be seen as mental 

creation, a subjective experience, and comes from integrating internal and external events in the 

mind. It looks at the ‘how’ instead of the ‘what’ or ‘why’ of an experience. It is based in physical 

and mental action and is a dynamic form that emerges from experiences of movement, time, 

force, space, and intention. These five elements, together, result in the experience of vitality. 
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Stern (2010a) explains how arousal is the force for all body and mental activities. It helps people 

think, feel, perceive, and move. Without arousal, one would enter a coma, eliminating vitality. 

Forms of vitality are in everything we do; all living beings have a vital presence.  

Of the five elements that make up vitality, it is most easily seen in movement. Everything is built 

upon movement, meaning the other four elements will not exist without it. Movement, physically 

and mentally, makes us feel alive and without it we would be dead (Stern, 2010a; Stern, 2010b). 

 Stern (2010a) discusses vitality forms in the arts such as music, dance, theater, and 

cinema. There is movement in music as it moves through space in a different direction depending 

on the listener, creating a subjective experience. Forms of vitality are essential in music and 

allow musicians to create, play, and communicate with each other. In order to translate vitality 

forms in music, a system of dynamic markers was created (Stern, 2010a). This allows musicians 

to mark dynamic forms, which create vitality forms. For example, intensity or force is 

communicated using markers of volume such as piano, quietly, or forte, loud. Dynamics can 

quickly uncover the genre of music and can stimulate arousal levels. For example, Beethoven 

uses many differences intensities, colors, speeds, and forces, changing instruments and registers, 

heightening and lowering one’s arousal. Each art form has its own unique techniques that 

ultimately make up the same vitality forms.   

Vitality can play a significant role in psychotherapy. In therapy, it is difficult to act 

without using some kind of vital, affective attunement. In music therapy, vitality forms play a 

crucial role (Stern, 2010). Music can provide intersubjective meetings where the client and 

therapist share a common experience within the music, which deepens the relationship. The 

therapist attempts to understand what the client is experiencing from their own experience. This 

can be done using the important technique of matching, different from imitation, keeping some 
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qualities of the original musical response but changing something such as the tempo or key. 

Matching is also an example of affective attunement, which is integral to client therapist 

relationships based on a humanistic perspective. Affective attunement can be used through 

vitality forms and allows for communication with others. For example, if a client is explosively 

banging on the drum and the therapist matches the explosive banging using rhythm and intensity 

and plays it on the piano, that is communicating a positive response to the client and creates a 

shared experience. The response is shaped through forms of vitality.  

Stern (2010) provides a offers a theoretical construct of forms of vitality, how they are 

seen in the arts, and how they are implemented clinically. Relationships are formed through these 

dynamic forms and vitality effects our interactions. Importance of relationship, affective 

attunement, and intersubjective meetings in Stern’s vitality form theory connect back core 

foundations of humanism. Stern calls attention to the importance of these domains, and how they 

can play a role in therapy. 

Stanley Greenspan. Psychologist Stanley Greenspan developed the Developmental, 

Individual Differences, Relationship-based (DIR) approach for assessment and interventions 

(Greenspan & Wieder, 2003). The DIR model creates “intervention programs based on which of 

the six developmental levels a child has reached, on her individual processing profile, and on the 

interactive relationships that best support her development” (Greenspan & Wieder, 2006, p. 40). 

The six developmental levels are developmental milestones that support healthy growth and 

development. The DIR model helps make assessment and treatment plans that are uniquely 

created for children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) (Greenspan & Wieder, 2006). DIR 

foundations include social skills, relation, and engagement (Greenspan & Wieder, 2006). One of 
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the most important factors in this model is to importance of fitting each intervention to the child. 

Each child is unique and requires tailored interventions.  

Greenspan & Wieder’s (2003) developmental approach focuses not only on symptoms of 

a child with disabilities, but attempts to capture the distinctive developmental features of the 

child. This approach emphasizes the need to look beyond the syndrome and through assessment, 

captures the functional profile of the individual. Many children may have the same diagnoses, 

but that does not mean they are the same people. Again, each person is unique, with a varying 

range of abilities, strengths, developmental capabilities, and biological processing. An 

assessment of each child is required by looking at functioning in a learning situation over time in 

order to learn strengths and abilities. A comprehensive approach is utilized to help develop core 

functional capabilities such as shared attention and relating, which may not be focused on in 

behavioral approaches.  

The DIR Model offers a comprehensive intervention protocol that can work to support 

the child while providing safety and security (Greenspan & Wieder, 2003). It uses naturalistic 

learning, by following the child’s lead, encouraging them to play an essential role in activities, 

and allowing them to be hands on, to focus on developing healthy communication, thinking, and 

relating skills. The model can be viewed  like a pyramid. Relationship is at the foundation of the 

DIR approach for children with developmental and learning disorders. Children require stable 

and supportive relationships and family patterns for healthy development. This includes, safety, 

protection, stability, and alliances formed within the family. It is important to have a stable 

relationship at the base of intervention. The second level is nurturing, consistent, ongoing 

relationships. Interactive relationships help children learn emotional and cognitive abilities. 

Caregivers of children with disabilities often face difficulties with this type of relationship 
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because they may misinterpret or not understand the actions of their child. A child learns through 

their role within relationships that provides warmth, security, communication, as well as basic 

needs. Infant relationships start as non-verbal and grow as they develop. Many skills are learned 

through relationships and by interacting with others, people learn how to act, what is appropriate, 

the meaning of gestures, reciprocity, empathy, imaginative play, and matching. It is necessary to 

have emotional experiences, which yield an understanding of concepts and words. Within the 

relationship, therapists meet the children at their functioning levels. This requires understanding 

and attunement to pick up on the responses of a child with disabilities. 

 The third level of the pyramid involves the development of appropriate practices and 

interactions (Greenspan & Wieder, 2003). Children with disabilities often do not engage and 

interact in typical practices. This being said, it is important to find appropriate interactions to fit 

their needs by looking at the functional levels of the child. This requires individual work with the 

child, working on problem-solving interactions, and various skills in all domains. It is necessary 

to include play to practice learned skills with other children, tapping into the potential of the 

child.  

The tip of the pyramid involves interventions and therapy, which can lead to increased 

capabilities and skills. The DIR pyramid foundation relates to the humanistic concepts of 

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, which depicts a similar pyramid, but begins with physiological 

needs, also known as deficiency needs. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs comes from his Theory of 

Human Motivation (Maslow, 1943). He set out to understand motives, which include five 

clusters of needs. The first four are deficiency needs, which motivate behavior and include: 

physiological needs such as food and shelter; esteem needs such as safety and security; 

belongingness and love needs; esteem needs. Once one experiences these four needs, they are 
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able to develop towards the tip of the pyramid - self-actualization, which is the inherent tendency 

to work towards talents, capabilities, and potentials of a person. Growth fuels the desire to 

become more self-actualized. A person’s psychological life is lived differently when it is 

oriented to growth instead of basic human needs. The emphasis on   the individual’s inherent 

potential for growth became the focus of humanistic psychology. Maslow’s hierarchy relates to 

Greenspan’s theories in that they both share similar foundations of needs to grow (Maslow, 

1943). Both emphasize the importance of relationships, trust, and nurturing, which is at the 

foundation of humanistic interventions and is involved in many steps of a child’s development. 

The Floortime model is an offshoot of the DIR Model that also works with the six 

developmental milestones and creates learning interactions (Greenspan & Wieder, 2006). It 

focuses on social, emotional, intellectual, and education goals. Floortime consists of two main 

goals: following the child’s lead and bringing the child into a shared world. By following the 

child’s lead, one can learn his or her interests and motivators. Therapists follow and understand 

the child’s emotional world and provide guidance, challenges, and higher levels of 

communication, relating, and thinking. Once the child invites the therapist into his/her world, a 

shared experience begins. By engaging in a shared experience, the child can become creative, 

empathetic, and logical. The goal is to enter a child’s emotional world, challenge and engage 

him/her, and help the child in reaching his/her fullest potential and developmental capabilities.  

 Greenspan and Mann (2003) bring to light what they consider to be misconceptions of 

working with adolescents and adults. These individuals can still make significant progress, as the 

nervous system is developing during these years. Skills improve with age, such as the ability to 

reflect and acquire insight. However, an underlying processing problem can affect a person’s 

overall functioning abilities. If this underlying problem is not identified, the inability to function 
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is all that is seen. In therapy, it is important to look at the whole individual and provide proper 

interventions reach one’s full potential. Although it may not be possible to treat all limitations, 

therapy may be able to provide an increased quality and meaning of life. 

 The concepts of Greenspan’s approach influenced the development of a relationship 

based music therapy framework working with children with ASD. This relationship-based 

framework fosters a child’s musical, social, and emotional skills in areas of musical relatedness, 

communication, and thinking. The child’s ability to attend, relate, adapt, and engage with 

musical play is used in assessment and interventions. The child and therapist work together and 

use improvisation to create a coactive musical experience. Goals are similar to the DIR model 

and include communication, joint attention, and social emotional skills. It emphasizes the 

development of the unique relationship and the importance of following the child’s lead. Using 

the foundations from Greenspan’s theory, a relational music therapy approach can be utilized, 

focusing on relationship and communication (Carpente & Blythe LaGasse, 2015).  

 In accordance with humanistic theory, the DIR/Floortime Model and relationship based 

music therapy model emphasize developing healthy therapeutic relationships. Focusing on 

interaction and relation, views use empathy, individuality, and subjective experiences to achieve 

the child’s fullest potential.  

Gro Trondalen. Trondalen (2016) is a music therapist who has explored the importance 

of relationship in growth and development, as well as the importance of the lived experience. A 

lived experience consists of a first hand, personal, direct experience of an individual. In this 

theory, shared experiences make up the basis of therapy and individuals go through life relating 

to others in one-way or another, discovering his or her own identity in the process. Trondalen 

posits a relational perspective of therapy, which highlights the importance of experience, non-
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verbal communication, unconscious experiences and takes lived experiences into account at a 

non-verbal level.  

 Intersubjectivity is a non-verbal mental connection that is crucial in relational music 

therapy (Trondalen, 2016). It focuses on the here-and-now and consists of briefly sharing the 

same thoughts as another person. In music therapy, the therapist strives to increase 

intersubjectivity and form relationships, which yield shared experiences. At the base of these 

experiences, musical ones in particular, lies relationship, which is a key factor for change 

(Trondalen, 2016). Looking at Stern’s dialogical model (2000), the importance of self-

development and sense of self in a relationship is emphasized. This is easily translated into music 

therapy and seen in musical exploration. Self-experiences and interaction are the foundations of 

relationship (Trondalen, 2016).     

 Synchronization and affective attunement are important in developing communication 

and non-verbal contact (Trondalen, 2016). Synchronization consists of relating to a person and 

sharing an experience in the say way at the same time, and can include elements such as eye 

contact or mimicked expressions. The music therapist must always be aware of the client’s 

feelings and affects. Using affective attunement, the therapist can share client-feeling states, non-

verbally relating to them using key elements of time, intensity, and form. Using these elements 

along with matching, the client can feel understood, aiding the client therapist relationship. In a 

music therapy session, interaction through a musical frame can support regulation of extreme 

feelings and provides a safe space for the client  

Understanding the self is an important concept, yet a difficult one to grasp for the client 

as well as the therapist. According to Trondalen (2016), one’s self can never be completely 

understood by anyone but that person. The self relies and develops on interaction with others, but 
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is often unknown to others (Trondalen, 2016). Stern (2000) maintains that self-development is 

related to the experiences of relationships in which we engage. Within the self and ensuing 

relationships lie recognition and intersubjectivity. These two reoccurring factors are important 

for growth and development (Stern, 2000).  

A relational perspective is focused on intersubjectivity, relationships, and experiences.  

Music therapy uses the client’s musical experiences to engage and communicate, resulting in 

shared experiences and relationship development. It is impossible not to label the different roles 

of client and therapist, although this does not mean they are unequal. Shared recognition and 

intersubjectivity allow for an equal playing field, taking away differences such as mental, 

physical, and musical skills (Schibby,1996). Recognition is necessary in music therapy and 

includes understanding, listening, acceptance, and attunement. Recognition involves recognizing 

ideas from the clients and supporting them musically, not praising them (Trondalen, 2016).  

In music therapy, a therapeutic alliance occurs between client and therapist, creating a 

therapeutic bond (Trondalen, 2016).  

“In music therapy, the client and the therapist are separated, yet bonded at the same time 

through music. They have a joint but not identical experience. In this way, music therapy 

offers a dynamic and working relationship that draws on the client’s and the therapist’s 

motivations and resources to engage within the frame and goals of music therapy” (p. 

93).  

The therapist must adapt to the clients to meet their needs by using many client centered 

techniques, which enables the therapeutic relationship to develop (Trondalen, 2016).  

Using musical intersubjectivity, the therapist may gain meaning from improvisations, 

which can empower client strengths. Music therapy aims to expand the lived experiences and 
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intersubjective awareness of the client. “An expansion of self-experience, self-understanding, 

and joint meaning allows for change” (Trondalen, 2016, p. 127). Through therapeutic 

relationship using relational music therapy, a client can experience growth and development.  

Nordoff-Robbins. Creative Music Therapy, the approach developed by Paul Nordoff and 

Clive Robbins, emphasizes interactive musical experience and humanistic values working 

towards personal development and increased relational skills (Ritholz, 2014). In Nordoff-

Robbins Music Therapy (NRMT), music is the primary agent of change (Aigen, 1998). There is 

not a clear set of procedures in this approach because of the emphasis on each individual as 

being unique. Techniques are improvised and must be adapted and modified based on what the 

client presents in therapy. Flexibility allows therapists the openness to provide needs based 

interventions that are guided by the client (Aigen, 2005). 

 In NRMT, therapeutic relationship is a key factor (Aigen, 2005). The client needs to 

experience empathy, warmth, and connection. The relationship between client and therapist is a 

key element for development to occur. Furthermore, the music therapist and client are seen as 

equals in the sense that the client teaches the therapist and is an active partner in the music, 

which is created together (Aigen, 2005). Trust is a significant factor between both participants 

and because every individual is different, the therapeutic relationship differs with each client 

(Boxill, 1985; Aigen, 1998).  

Nordoff and Robbins (2007) maintain that musicality lies inside every person. This is 

known as the “music child,” a fundamental component of their philosophy. It is the therapist’s 

job not only to stimulate the child musicality, but also to engage the music child. This theory 

states that all individuals are musical and have a universal sensitivity to music. The child’s 

abilities may be hidden behind their disability, known as the condition child, limiting growth. 
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Using improvisation, music is created to meet the needs of the child and activate the music child. 

A child’s personality develops a new self-formed through musical experience, communication, 

and activity. The therapist supports, encourages, and challenges this as the child begins to break 

through the condition child. Ultimately, the child creates a new sense of self, which replaces 

former perceptions with confidence and self-awareness (Robbins & Robbins, 1991). By 

activating, engaging, and challenging the “music child,” growth and completeness are seen, 

leading towards creative healing. 

NRMT is an interactive approach, bringing meaningful activities to develop relatedness 

and communication (Aigen, 2005). Therapy is not goal driven, although there is a goal, it sits in 

the background to allow focus on what is happening in the moment. By focusing moment-to-

moment, the client experiences freedom and creativity, leading to the client’s emerging self. 

Furthermore, music allows for opportunities to share experiences that an individual might not 

regularly have because of limitations from a disability  

 The Child-Therapist Relationship in Co-active Musical Experience is a seven-level scale 

developed by Nordoff and Robbins (2007) to look at shared musical experience. It consists of a 

checklist of participation and resistiveness categories that show how a child responds to music in 

therapy. It provides content and quality of these actions and is not used as test scores or to 

compare individuals. This scale shows the impact of relationship in music therapy work. The 

seven levels in the scale focus on the relationship that is based on making and experiencing 

music in therapy between the child and therapist. Typically, qualities of resistiveness change as 

participation increases. Therapist’s music must be sensitive and creative in dealing with ways to 

redirect resistiveness in the music. Behaviors related to gaps in self-regulation can manifest in 

resistive qualities such as repetitive play. Different techniques and ideas are required to turn 
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these behaviors into intercommunicative activity. It has been found that children often shut out 

and reject therapy in the beginning stages, leading to assertiveness and manipulation as time goes 

on.  

 Using improvisation, music can be used to communicate and engage the child musically 

(Nordoff & Robbins, 2007). Interpersonal relationships form and are developed within the music 

making. Humanistic foundations are seen in improvisations using matching, empathy, and client 

centered approaches to explore the child’s musical responsiveness. The “music child” relates 

back to humanistic theories by emphasizing the need for a new sense of self and self-awareness. 

The therapist creates musical experiences, moment-to-moment, focusing on relationship 

development and interaction.  

Humanistic Music Therapy Case Studies 

Many qualitative, humanistic music therapy case studies emphasize the importance of 

relationship. The case studies discussed below focus on the therapeutic relationship and client-

centered work, and how these fundamental concepts play a role in the therapy.  

Matthew. Carpente (2010) shares a case study of Matthew, a seven-year-old with 

Pervasive Developmental Disorder- Not Otherwise Specified. Matthew was diagnosed at three 

years of age and experienced trouble self-regulating, communicating, and engaging. The 

therapist used NRMT with DIR/Floortime techniques. The DIR/Floortime model was used to 

look at the strengths and needs of the child and for evaluation purposes. Both techniques used 

improvisation and creativity (Carpente, 2010).  

 The therapists focused on Matthew’s abilities, using his strengths to overcome his clinical 

needs (Carpente, 2010). This course of music therapy can be viewed as having occurred in four 

stages: Stage one included self-regulatory challenges, which made him unable to participate in 
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interactions; stage two involved introducing sensory input to help increase engagement; stage 

three was a critical period where the relationship developed, sessions became longer and 

engagement increased; stage four included intentional and reciprocal musical play. As Matthew 

progressed through these stages, the therapists created unique individualized interventions to best 

serve his needs. Matching was an important technique that was utilized. The therapists met him 

musically where he was, even if it was a tantrum, yelling, or crying on the floor. As sessions 

continued, Matthew expanded the duration of musical interaction. He was easily over-stimulated, 

but able to communicate his wants and needs in a more appropriate way. The therapists 

encouraged his musically by altering the musical form based on his engagement. Towards the 

end of therapy, call and response using his voice was seen between Matthew and a therapist. He 

not only communicated through the music, but also explored his voice and created musical 

independence. Ultimately, music provided Matthew with a nonverbal and non-threatening form 

of communication. Music therapy allowed him to be in the music and engage, in turn helping 

self-regulate, which led to increased interaction and communication.  

 Audrey. Aigen (1998) described a case study done by Paul Nordoff and Clive Robbins 

with a young female named Audrey. Audrey was seven years old residing in an institution. She 

had an apparent love and connection to music, which brought her joy. Audrey displayed speech 

difficulties along with a low IQ, placing her in the lowest unit of the institution, which she 

viewed as a punishment. In music therapy, Audrey demonstrated irregular and unpredictable 

playing with little to no cooperative play. Nordoff reflected and matched her playing in sessions. 

Nordoff’s music reflected how he saw Audrey. He influenced the relationship with his music. 

Nordoff and Robbin’s client-centered approach provided opportunities for Audrey to reach the 

goals of self-expression and self-actualization. She guided the sessions, allowing her needs to be 
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meet. Paul and Clive encouraged Audrey to play the drum, which eventually turned into singing. 

They supported her as she changed directions, and followed her singing, in which development 

was observed. Flexibility and support allowed Audrey to express herself and work in areas of 

need. Audrey saw Paul and Clive in a positive light, not as her superiors, but as co-workers. Paul 

used humor to build on this relationship and turn it into a reciprocal one. He mocked himself as 

an authority figure. He showed his deep feelings for Audrey and this came through in a session 

where he sang about his love for her.  

 It is evident that relationship played a large role in Audrey’s music therapy (Aigen, 

1998). Nordoff and Robbins supported and encouraged Audrey even when presented with 

resistiveness, which was brought into the music. Her strong relational development in therapy 

solidified as she worked in a group setting as a helper to the therapists. Through music therapy, 

she developed self-love and purpose. Audrey directly commented on her experiences years later 

when Nordoff and Robbins visited her. She said that without “Uncle Paul” and the music, she 

would not have stayed sane in the institution. She would not have been able to live her life. 

 Edward.  Another well-known case study by Nordoff and Robbins (2007) is a case of a 

five and a half year old boy named Edward. Edward attended a Day Care Unit for Psychotic 

Children and received 13 music therapy sessions over the course of his time there. Edward was 

an active child, mostly non-verbal, who demonstrated difficulties with engagement, experienced 

chronic anxiety, and became easily upset. The diagnostic team thought he had emotional 

disturbances with autistic and symbiotic features. His mother and the day care staff said that 

listening to music calmed and stimulated Edward. No one had ever heard him sing, hum, or 

actively engage with music. 
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 When Edward began music therapy, he perceived it as threatening and rejected the music 

and therapists (Nordoff & Robbins, 2007). In session one, Edward cried and had a tantrum, 

though the therapists felt his cries indicated that he had an awareness of the vocal phrasing based 

on the placements. Through the music, Paul and Nordoff tried to show Edward dependability and 

purpose. The intent of the session was to meet Edward where he was. The therapists tried to 

match his intensity. They did not soothe or console Edward, but challenged and met him through 

the music. The therapists wanted Edward to know they were not overwhelmed by his actions. 

The next two sessions also consisted of crying and other vocalizations, but were musical and 

influenced by melodies of the therapists. It was clear that music had a significant influence on 

Edward and it appeared that he was expressing his feelings. He began forming a connection with 

the therapists, which showed promise for the future.   

As sessions continued, Edward began to warm up and become more relaxed and 

accepting of therapy (Nordoff & Robbins, 2007).  Sharing musical activities became more 

frequent, which lead to a trust between Edward and the therapists, and confidence in himself. 

The developing relationship was a motivator for Edward to communicate. The therapists 

accepted Edward’s actions and attempted to understand them. This allowed for Edward to feel 

safe and to open up. He became more curious, exploring instruments and the room. In session 

six, Edward put his arm around the co therapist’s neck and looked at his face. There was a 

playful moment in the music, which led to more activities with instrument playing and singing. 

This showed the obvious connection forming between Edward and the therapists. 

As a result of the therapeutic relationship, Edward’s progress increased (Nordoff & 

Robbins, 2007). He began demonstrating increased communication, self-expression, 

engagement, and skills that crossed over into his daily life. Before music, Edward used his voice, 
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crying, and screaming to communicate distress, fear, and as a defense mechanism. The use of his 

voice transformed into a healthy and creative form of communication. In developing relationship 

with the music therapists, the music, and himself, Edward was able to grow, gain confidence, 

motivation, and engage with others. 

Simon. A case study by Trondalen (2010) cites humanistic philosophies, relational 

psychology, and intersubjective perspectives. She discusses the importance of client-therapist 

relationship and working together as equals. This case study tells the story of a 19-year-old male, 

named Simon. He suffered from an eating disorder, Anorexia Nervosa, which caused him to 

barely eat and to vomit after meals. This affected his concentration, quality of life, ability to 

connect to self and others, and his overall development. He participated in 19 music therapy 

sessions over the course of one year. Simon’s music therapy treatment contained three themes: 

(a) A Healthy Body, (b) Ambiguity of Instruments, and (c) Musical Relating Experiences as 

Potential for Change. For the first part of Simon’s therapy, he was held back and redistricted 

because of his diagnosis. He engaged in instrument playing, which gave him energy and made 

him feel good. Music and feelings became connected. He was influenced by the music therapist, 

which allowed him to let go of his need to control. During this phase, Simon moved towards 

self-actualization, making comments that the music therapy was good for him that it could make 

him better.  

Phase two consisted of Simon’s type of instrument playing and how the instruments 

affected him (Trondalen, 2010). He related to instruments in different ways depending on his 

emotions and feelings. Instruments allowed Simon different forms of expression and different 

ways to express himself. He was empowered through the music and choice making. His musical 

relationship allowed him to open up, not hold back, and increased self-esteem.  
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As Simon moved into the third phase of therapy, his participation and willingness to play 

led to shared experiences between him and the music therapist (Trondalen, 2010). His difficulties 

with interpersonal connection diminished and he shared verbal and non-verbal exchanges with 

the therapist to examine his experiences. Improvisations made him feel alive and allowed him an 

outlet to express feelings. Sometimes it was the music, while at other times it was the feeling of 

being together with the therapist that was most meaningful for Simon. Using theories based on 

humanistic concepts and relational psychology, growth occurred. Simon was empowered 

throughout the music therapy process using creativity, improvisation, and verbal communication. 

Emphasis on therapeutic relationship as a means of change through music is not a new 

concept. The importance and efficacy of relationship in client centered music therapy is 

highlighted through the following case studies. By developing relationships using the music as 

the main form of communication, experiences occurred that allowed for growth and development 

of the client (Aigen, 1998; Carpente, 2010; Nordoff & Robbins, 2007; Trondalen, 2010). From 

these case studies, the reader can become familiar with the focus of relationship in treatment and 

how it plays a role in different scenarios.  

Reflexivity and Purpose of Case Study 

The focus of this case study is the development of relationship between Emily and 

myself, the therapist. It is presented as a narrative of myself, Emily, our significant moments, and 

tells the story of our time together during Emily’s 13 music therapy sessions. After my time 

spent with Emily, I realized the significance relationship played in treatment and reexamined the 

case through the lens of humanistic thought. 

As a therapist, I relate to the ideas and core concepts of humanistic psychology. If I was 

writing this before my internship experience, this statement would not be true. I understood 
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humanistic concepts, but I did not know what I related to and did not have enough experience 

using this view. I went into my internship knowing that I would be using and learning client 

centered therapy, focusing on improvisation, and various humanistic methods. I did not know 

how much I would ultimately relate to this philosophy and how much I was already practicing 

using many of these concepts without knowing it.  

I arrived excited, inexperienced, and ready to learn. I felt confident that I had learned a 

lot in my studies, preparing me for this moment, but no class can completely prepare you for 

what happens in a session. Overall, it was challenging, and I learned on the spot and through 

experiences. I also learned through weekly trainings and from the other interns and therapists. I 

went into therapy with a client-centered outlook, which allowed a strong bond to grow between 

myself and Emily. I used learned techniques of empathy, genuineness, and positive regard in 

attempts to connect with Emily and began a foundational relationship. Being “real” and genuine 

allowed the relationship to quickly develop and Emily opened up within the first few sessions. 

This approached appeared to be successful and allowed Emily to freely connect with me as she 

felt comfortable. She showed trust and openness once a relationship was developed, which 

allowed her to grow. 

From the beginning to the end of my internship, I felt like a new therapist. I discovered 

my passion for working in this setting with this population, using humanistic foundations and 

improvisation. Now I can confidently say that I relate to the ideas and core concepts of 

humanistic psychology. I believe that every individual holds the ability to achieve their fullest 

potential, but may need some guidance to reach that potential. I went into therapy with a client-

centered outlook, which allowed a strong bond to grow between myself and Emily.  
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The next section will present the narrative of Emily’s music therapy treatment course, 

showing how the relationship developed from session one to 13. This narrative will then be used 

to help investigate how the core components of humanistic and relational theory impacted 

Emily’s treatment.  

Case Study: Emily 

Emily presented as a 20-year-old female diagnosed with developmental delays, residing 

at a residential center for adults and children with significant intellectual disabilities, autism, and 

multiple disabilities. She was admitted in 2006, and attends the pediatric school program. Emily 

was a kind and loving individual and because of her disabilities, she exhibited dependence on 

others to complete activities of daily living.  

As a baby, Emily had low muscle tone and a poor suck, which prevented typical 

development. At eight months, she started receiving early intervention therapy. She remained 

non-verbal, and used The Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) to convey her 

needs. She was previously diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), which was a 

misdiagnosis. She was later diagnosed with developmental delays with hypotonia. She was 

ambulatory but required assistance and guidance while walking. Emily displayed a self-injurious 

behavior (SIB) of hitting her face with her fist, which occurred often.  

When talking about Emily’s disabilities, it is important to note that these do not define 

who she is as a person. Emily was a strong, vibrant, fun-loving young woman who experienced 

challenges in her daily life in spite of her limitations.  

Music Therapy Method  

Emily resided at a resident facility for adults and children with significant intellectual 

disabilities, autism, and multiple disabilities. This facility provided a creative arts clinic 
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including music and dance therapy. The Intensive Creative Arts Therapy Clinic (ICATC) where 

Emily received services offers music therapy and “is dedicated to transforming the lives of 

children and adults with multiple disabilities and autism spectrum disorders through the clinical 

application the creative arts” (Loretto & Deyermond, 2012b, p.1). The creative arts therapy 

model uses a humanistic, music-centered approach in which music is a way of assessing an 

individual and highlighting strengths. The therapeutic relationship is stressed and improvisation 

is used to develop skills. “The creative arts therapy setting is non-threatening in nature, and can 

provide a seamless bridge between an individual, other people and their shared environment. As 

such, clinically applied arts experiences facilitate relationships, learning, self-expression, and 

communication” (Loretto & Deyermond, 2012b, p.2). 

 The main goal of the ICATC is to achieve higher levels of social interaction and 

competence (Loretto & Deyermond, 2012b). The individual is categorized into one of five 

Levels of Social Competence after an assessment (see Appendix A). Level One consists of one-

on-one sessions working on developing skills of attention, regulation, basic interactivity, interest, 

and regulation. Level Two consists of small group sessions working on peer-to-peer skills such 

as parallel play, joint attention, social referencing, following directions, and understanding rules 

and structures. In Level Three, individuals are learning how to function in a group setting with 

three or more individuals. Skills focused on are cooperative play, turn taking, and flexibility. 

Level Four consists of social groups that mirror typically developing student activities. 

Individuals take part in these groups to work towards a common goal, as well as develop 

leadership skills, peer support, responsibility, and leisure skills. The last level, Level Five, is 

community engagement. Individuals become involved in community events such as choirs or 

Community Theater. The individual is able to independently engage in these activities with little 
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support (Loretto & Deyermond, 2012a).  Although these levels exist, it is important to note that 

the goal is not to achieve Level Five. Instead, these levels are used as an assessment to provide 

the best possible services to the individual (Loretto & Deyermond, 2012a).   

Emily was assessed at Level One, using the Levels of Social Competence. Her primary 

area of focus was interactivity. She had a need to increase communication skills, such as the back 

and forth in conversation and in music. This case study reflects the evolution of relationship in 

music therapy between Emily and myself, the therapist.   

Music Therapy Sessions 

Music therapy sessions were in a non-judgmental setting where although client-therapist 

titles existed, roles were shared within the music. The focus of the therapeutic relationship was 

relating together as humans to work towards a common goal, which was creating an engaging 

musical experience. Here, the music was not used to cure or fix Emily’s issues, but instead to 

enhance personal development and relation.  

Thirteen individual music therapy sessions took place in a room designed for music 

therapy at her school. This intimate room included a full keyboard and various instruments set 

out, and in a cabinet. Instruments used during sessions included keyboard, drum, ocean drum, 

and voice. The facility’s music therapy protocol includes video recording and analysis of each 

session. These recordings were used during Emily’s therapy treatment and later as a source of 

data for this study. Data taken was originally analyzed quantitatively for the facility based on the 

goal: To increase interactivity, Emily will respond musically or non-musically to the social cue 

in the music therapy session. The frequency of responses was tracked and data were taken on the 

number of times a social cue was given and the number of times a response was presented (See 

appendix D) Emily’s growth in relationship was also tracked using The Nordoff-Robbins Child-
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Therapist Relationship in Coactive Musical Experience Scale (see Appendix B & C; Nordoff & 

Robbins, 2007, p375-382). For the purpose of this case study, data was reexamined qualitatively 

and analyzed through a relational view. As Emily’s course of therapy progressed, the client-

therapist relationship evolved. The development of our relationship during treatment will be 

discussed by describing six of the thirteen sessions below. These sessions present pivotal 

moments in the development of our therapeutic relationship. I have provided titles for each 

session; these titles are provided to summarize and organize the progression throughout therapy. 

Titles were created based on Emily’s reactions to the music, our relationship development, and 

the time of the session (i.e.: beginning, end).   

Session 1: Hesitations. I previously met Emily in a non-musical observation setting. 

Musical preferences and information were gathered from past documents, as well as interns and 

therapists who had previously worked with Emily. It was immediately clear that building 

relationship would be crucial in the early sessions, as Emily presented signs of resistance and 

hesitation, and did not appear to feel safe in the space.  

 As we entered the room to begin therapy, I guided Emily to a chair next to the piano. She 

did not sit and stood for the entirety of the session. I was not aware that Emily often needs 

assistance and guidance to sit down. This could be one reason why she remained standing, as 

well as possible feelings of uncertainty and of being unfamiliar with her new therapist and 

unknown situation overall.  

Throughout the first session, Emily appeared disengaged and unsure about me. I began 

playing to evoke responses and assess Emily in the music. Her responses were fleeting and 

limited in variety, but important because they suggested possible intersubjectivity. Repetition of 

musical phrases was used throughout the music, to try to find any sense of connection or 
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response. As the session progressed, I discovered that Spanish and whole tone musical styles 

appeared to intrigue Emily. She smiled and laughed briefly during the music. There were a few 

moments in this session where Emily hummed, rocked to the music, and touched the piano, but 

still remained disconnected. These brief moments of engagement indicated Emily’s interest in 

the music.  

However, her hesitation and uncertainty were clearly seen when Emily turned her back to 

me. She engaged in some humming, which may or may not have been a result of the music, but it 

was apparent that she was not engaged in the experience or fully comfortable with me. After 

some time, she independently turned around and faced me, providing evidence that increased 

engagement and participation would be possible in time. There were moments in which Emily 

began to engage in the music, but they were short-lived and responses remained fleeting. Mid-

session, Emily was seen at peak participation and engagement, although it was cut short by her 

walking to the door, away from the music. It appeared that Emily would not allow herself to be 

fully engaged in the experience because she was not ready or comfortable. Emily remained 

facing the door, with her back towards me for almost four minutes. In these moments, we were 

not connecting through the music and I struggled to reach Emily and bring her back into the 

experience. Emily eventually opened the door and walked out.  

As a student, this was discouraging and left me feeling inadequate as I questioned myself 

and my role in the session. Nerves were present before and throughout the session, especially 

since it was our first time together. The inability to connect with Emily and her actions left me 

feeling defeated mid-session. I held on to the brief moments of engagement that occurred prior 

and knew I had to continue, even if that meant failing to meet her in the music.  
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After Emily walked out, I allowed her the option to go back to class, but with simple 

assistance, she came back to the music room. Emily’s choice to return and remain in the music 

for the duration of the session was yet another clue that interest and curiosity were present.   

During the last part of the session, Emily began to react to the music. I explored the 

possibilities within the whole tone scale and Emily began to rock back and forth. The music 

dynamics were loud and fast-paced, but changed in quality throughout. A wide range of 

keyboard register was utilized to vary the sound and keep the improvisation moving forward. 

Dissonance was present in the music. This lasted for over two minutes of piano improvisation 

with Emily rocking and lightly humming. When I brought the improvisation to a resolution and 

ending, Emily immediately stopped rocking. She was in synch with the music during this 

moment and when she heard the resolution, her movements followed. Emily’s body reacted 

naturally to the pulse and beat of the music. This was the start of our musical journey together.  

 Session 2: Just the Beginning. By session two, Emily had already become more 

engaged in the music. Her responses remained fleeting, but there was an increase in variety and 

general response. I continued to explore in the music to evoke different responses from Emily. 

She appeared more comfortable with the music, and me, as evidenced by her open body 

language. About halfway through session two, Emily reached out and put her arm around my 

neck, pulling me closer to her. She smiled and looked in my direction, excitedly shaking her 

hands and head. This was the beginning stage of the evolving relationship and gave me a feeling 

of success. My attempts to connect to Emily had worked and she was more than just 

acknowledging me, I felt like she was pulling me into her world. I responded by accepting her 

gesture and moving closer to Emily, looking at her and mimicking her facial expressions. I 

continued to improvise, moving from low to high register, suggesting a lighter tone while Emily 
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continued to hum and make contact with me. This simple yet important gesture demonstrated 

that Emily was willing to share the space and engage in music together. This happened once 

more in session two but her musical responses remained limited.  

Session 4: A Wave of Emotion. In our fourth session together, Emily remained mostly 

unresponsive for the first three to four minutes. I composed a song to evoke musical response 

using the popular hit “Baby” by Justin Beiber (see Figure 1). This song was suggested by 

Emily’s teacher as being her favorite. The lyrics were spontaneously created and used flexibility 

to invite Emily to play or sing with me. This became a reoccurring theme in all future sessions 

with Emily and took on a larger meaning than just client preferred music. It became a way of 

relating to each other, a form of communication, and a way to experience music together. 
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Figure 1. “Baby” parody song composed by the therapist.   

In this session, Emily exhibited closed off-body language by keeping her hands and arms 

up to her chest. Emily responded little in the beginning of the “Baby” parody theme song. After 

some time, Emily rocked more intensely to the music and hummed, but her hands remained up to 

her chest. In response to this, I gave Emily space in the music. I continued with the song, but 

took breaks from the lyrics asking Emily to play or sing with me, and instead played the piano in 

attempts to follow Emily’s body language and responses. I transitioned from the “Baby” theme 

to an improvisation following Emily’s humming and rocking, leaving out any lyrics, only 

mimicking Emily’s vocalizations.  

As Emily became more involved in the music, she opened up, her arms came down, and 

she reached out putting her arm around my neck. She brought her head up, smiled, and shook it 
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back and forth moving to the music. She laughed and hummed, continuing to pull me closer 

again. I left a large amount of space and long pauses in the music to allow Emily the 

independence to respond freely and to acknowledge her ability to respond and connect with me. 

At the end of the song, Emily brought her head up and looked at me, and I felt we had shared a 

significant moment together. Our relationship continued to build and Emily began feeling more 

comfortable in the shared space.  

 This session was also emotional for Emily. She began crying and vocalizing, her arms 

went back up to her chest, and her head remained mostly down. Throughout this period, she bit 

her thumb often. The music was used to match Emily and communicate that I was present and 

listening. I played a i-iv-V chord progression with lyrics “I hear you Emily, I hear your music.” 

She continued to vocalize in a whining, crying like matter, with tears in her eyes and these 

emotional expressions were musical. The degree to which Emily was able to express herself 

emotionally and be vulnerable demonstrated that she felt safe and trust was building.  

 Another pentatonic theme was introduced, and Emily remained with her head down. 

Emily eventually became engaged in the music, rocking, and smiling on and off, keeping the 

same body language. This response was brief and Emily soon became emotional again. It is 

important to note Emily’s self-injurious behavior (SIB) of hitting her face with her fist. The 

moment she became emotional was seconds after a double hit using two hands. This is a habitual 

behavior for Emily so it was difficult to assess if she was emotional because of self-inflicted pain 

or other causes; moments later she began emotionally vocalizing, again. Throughout this, her 

thumb remained in her mouth. When she stopped, she yawned, which appeared to show that this 

expression was tiring. Throughout these moments, I played a pentatonic scale to attempt to 
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capture Emily’s emotions of crying and vocalizing. Techniques of imitation and reflection were 

used. 

 During this emotional moment for Emily, I too felt emotional. I felt connected to Emily 

in her moments of sadness and experienced this emotional time with her. It was very hard to see 

Emily upset with tears in her eyes; this made me sad. This could be seen in my improvisation 

and vocal tone. This was the second time Emily had become emotional in our sessions and I was 

still uncertain of how I should react. I tried to use empathy and positive regard to relate to Emily 

and let her know I accepted whatever she brought to the session.  

 It is important to note that during this session two school psychologists were observing 

Emily. It is uncertain if this played a role in Emily’s engagement, mood, and/or experience. This 

observation interrupted the therapeutic relationship and perhaps created an unsafe space for 

Emily. This may have triggered Emily and may have had a part in her emotional outbursts. They 

left before the goodbye song and during this song, Emily’s mood was elevated from her 

emotional expressions earlier in the session. She lifted her head up, rocked to the music, and 

eventually brought her arms down from her chest for a short period of time. As the song neared a 

close, her SIB increased and she became emotional, again.  

Session 7: Developing Ties. In the first seven minutes, Emily showed little response. She 

sat hunched over with her head mostly down. She responded with some humming and hitting the 

piano keys once. I attempted to capture Emily’s mood and feelings by improvising in a minor 

key and Emily became emotional, expressing this through humming and crying. Her SIB 

manifested in the beginning minutes of the session and I provided a lot of prompting to 

encourage Emily to engage in the music. After about nine minutes, Emily started to open up and 

her music child began to show. This was a clear point of change in the session where Emily 
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broke out of her condition child and began activating her music child. Emily reached her arm 

around me and smiled. Her body language began to change as she looked directly at me with her 

head up, smiling. She continued to keep her head up for a majority of the time and smiled 

throughout. She rocked to the music and responded with some humming, and her arms remained 

down, chest open. The music began to excite her about halfway through as she rocked, bounced, 

smiled and laughed. Her expressions suggested happiness and excitement to be in the music. 

Once again, she put her arm around me.  

The next portion of the music contained the familiar theme of the “Baby” parody. Back 

and forth communication was observed between us in the form of laughing, smiling and 

humming. The therapist provided various cues, which Emily responded to in the long spaces left. 

Although responses had greatly increased by session seven, they were still limited and at times 

fleeting.  

Towards the end of the session, Emily was stimulated by a whole tone improvisation. 

This appeared to reach her musically and she responded by playing the piano, at times 

independently. She also continued humming and laughing. She responded to my prompts by 

playing in the musical spaces. She rocked continuously to the music and played in almost every 

space I had left for her to respond. Again, she put her arm around me and turned towards me.  By 

the end of this session, it was apparent that we had developed a growing relationship that was 

allowing for Emily’s music child to surface.  

It appeared that Emily was comfortable in the music, the environment, and with myself. 

Our relationship continued to grow as we experienced moments together and shared moments in 

the music. I was able to better understand Emily and connect with her. Her responses taught me 

her preferences, abilities, and allowed me to continue learning about and getting to know Emily. 
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As she displayed engagement in the session and non-verbal communication, I showed 

excitement and happiness in the music and my body language. It appeared that Emily sensed this 

from me and I often mimicked, without necessarily realizing it at the moment, her facial 

expressions. We were in synch throughout this session and I began to feel more confident and 

adequate as a therapist.  

 Session 9: A Growing Bond. Going into session nine, my confidence continued to rise 

and I felt excited to see where the session would go. It started with the piano; I asked, “Ready 

Emily?” Emily responded immediately by playing the piano, communicating non-verbally. 

Shortly into the hello song, Emily put her arm around me, bringing me closer to her. Her 

responses consisted of humming and laughing and this time she kept her arm around me for 

some time. The “Baby” theme was introduced into the session and immediately Emily started to 

play. It appeared that she recognized this reoccurring theme as she played, rocked, laughed, and 

her head remained up. I gave fewer prompts and Emily’s response rate was significantly higher 

during this theme as compared to previous sessions. A few times throughout this improvisation, I 

varied the “Baby” theme. When the theme varied, Emily’s responses decreased and she appeared 

quieter and slumped in her chair. As the theme returned, she was again aroused and participation 

increased. It appeared that Emily was comfortable within the familiar theme, and waited for it to 

return. The end of the improvisation was silly and light hearted, with a back and forth of piano 

playing between us. 

 During this session, the drum was introduced for the first time. Because of Emily’s 

successful progress and development of relationship, I determined she was ready for new 

experiences. A tall drum was put between us, and I began playing and singing, prompting Emily 

to play with me. Emily did not respond. This did not seem to be beneficial to Emily, so I tried a 
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new approach, using the ocean drum. Emily did not engage in playing, so I set up Emily by the 

piano, while continuing to playing a beat on the drum. When put in front of the piano, Emily 

immediately started playing. It was clear that this was the instrument she wanted to play, and 

Emily became fully engaged in the improvisation. This was a key moment in our course of 

therapy and she played the piano independently, which created her own rhythm and sound. She 

rocked back and forth, her head was mostly up, and her leg bounced to the beat. It appeared she 

felt the music throughout her body and was fully engaged in the experience. She was seen 

smiling and communicating through the music. This was the start of co-active music making and 

we made music together, side-by-side. This lasted for one minute until Emily made it clear her 

expression was complete, even with further prompting from me. During the goodbye song, 

Emily hummed with her head down. Her humming matched the quality of the music and her 

energy was calm.  

Session 12: Nearing the End. Session twelve neared the end of Emily’s time in music 

therapy. As the session began, there was not much response or interaction between us. The 

reoccurring theme “Baby” was reintroduced and Emily’s body language and expression changed. 

She smiled, sat up, and put her arm around me. She laughed and played the piano in response to 

the music and Emily was familiar with the theme, as it evoked responses and a sense of comfort. 

At times, we played together and Emily continued bouncing and rocking to the music. Her body 

language was open and she laid on the piano from time to time, head faced away from the music 

therapist. Emily may have laid on the piano to feel the vibrations, as it was sensory stimulation 

and this had occurred in previous sessions, as well. She remained engaged as she lay, smiling. As 

the song ended, I celebrated Emily’s engagement and success because I too felt success. I sensed 

my own growth as a therapist as these moments with Emily transpired.  I put my hand on 
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Emily’s back to address her. When this happened, Emily reciprocated the gesture and put her 

arm around me. It was clear that there was a mutual relationship between us. 

The session continued and I improvised in a Spanish theme and Emily was stimulated by 

the fun and silly music. I worked with this preference and used fun, lighthearted themes, 

encouraging Emily to engage and elevating her mood. The session remained light and fun, which 

appeared to influence the easy development of our relationship.  

Halfway through the session, Emily became emotional. This could have been the result of 

her SIB, which was prevalent during this session. I encouraged and supported this emotional 

expression, letting Emily know that it is acceptable to be sad. This emotional time shortly passed 

and Emily soon went back to laughing and smiling. I followed Emily’s emotions and responses, 

letting her guide the sessions. The Spanish theme was brought back, leading to Emily playing the 

piano and humming.  

Before the goodbye song began, I informed Emily that the next session was our last. I 

included this in the goodbye song, as well. It was hard to know if Emily understood this concept, 

but her body language expressed sadness as evidenced by her head down and her facial 

expressions. Throughout this song, Emily’s expressions varied greatly. Her emotions changed 

quickly from sad emotional expressions to laughing and rocking. This could be seen in many 

sessions as she often experienced many emotional ups and downs throughout the music. Session 

thirteen was unable to be analyzed because of recording malfunction so session twelve was the 

last analyzed session.  

Emily’s music therapy treatment focused on the goals of communication and relatedness, 

emphasizing the importance of relationship to achieve this growth. It is clear that the strong 
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therapeutic relationship helped lead to the active music making and interactivity Emily 

demonstrated. We made music together, teaching and learning from each other. 

Discussion 

 The case study presented describes music therapy treatment of Emily, a young adult with 

developmental delays through a relational perspective. A narrative of six sessions shows the role 

and importance of therapeutic and musical relationship between myself and Emily, and how 

humanistic and relational theory impacted treatment. In this discussion, I will examine five 

significant moments that occurred during Emily’s course of music therapy. The significant 

moments in therapy will be analyzed through the theoretical perspectives of Stern’s (2010) forms 

of vitality, Greenspan’s (2003) developmental perspectives of autism, Trondalen’s (2016) 

intersubjective and relational view in therapy, and Nordoff and Robbins (2007) music centered 

relationship-based practices. Relationship development of myself, Emily, and the music will be 

explored along with my personal experience throughout the process of therapy.  

Theoretical Explanations of the Significant Moments  

Theoretical explanations indicate how the significant moments in Emily’s music therapy 

treatment focused on the development of the therapeutic relationship. I identified these moments 

by re-analyzing video recordings of Emily’s course of therapy. These significant moments all 

emphasize the role of the therapeutic relationship in treatment.   

Moments of Vitality. Stern’s (2010a) theory of vitality explains Emily’s first moment. 

Vitality was shown through Emily’s movements and was based on her encounter with me in 

treatment. She reacted to the music played and pushed past her hesitations, which were seen 

throughout the session. This moment lasted only three minutes. Her body reacted to the music; in 

synch with the music, she hummed and rocked. Stern (2010a) explains that an activated arousal 
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system determines what one does and how one does it. Emily was aroused by this music and she 

reacted by moving and engaging in it. The focus was put on how she reacted to focus on the 

vitality and dynamic forms of movement. The music stimulated Emily to move, back in forth, 

with pulsing, accelerating, bursting, and powerful movements. Her rocking had vitality and her 

movement was used to capture what she heard dynamically through the music. It appeared that 

Emily expressed affect through movement. Stern (2000) states that in all behaviors, there is a 

different vitality affect. This was experienced in Emily’s bursting, pulsing and accelerating 

rocking in the music. It appeared that her rocking was bursting, pulsing, and accelerating because 

of excitement and connection to the music. These vitality affects can be used to determine the 

specific feeling and describes the way she felt it.		

We also experienced vitality in the music as it moved through space creating a subjective 

experience for Emily and myself. The music was dynamic changing intensity, volume, tempo 

throughout. Through this non-verbal form of communication, I attempted to match the music to 

Emily’s movements, a form of affective attunement, in attempts to understand what she was 

experiencing and let her know I was supporting her. This was the first shared experience between 

client and therapist; we connected briefly within the music. Her blunt reaction to the end of the 

music, abruptly stopping, led to the observation that the music caused her arousal. Stern’s 

(2010a) theories provided a foundation to begin the growth of relationship. This small micro 

moment represented Emily’s desire to connect.  	

 Moments of Relation. The theories of Stanley Greenspan (Greenspan & Wieder, 2006) 

and the DIR/Floortime Model explain significant moment two. Greenspan stresses individualized 

interventions to fit each child, which is seen in this moment. Emily became emotional, displayed 

closed-off body language, crying, emotional vocalizations, and her head was down. Focus was 
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not put on the symptoms Emily displayed and I attempted to capture her unique developmental 

features instead. I assessed her abilities and strengths, her self-expression to communicate what 

she was experiencing, tuning into those to successfully engage with her. I followed Emily 

through this emotional time and supported her, attempting to bring her into a shared world. This 

approach proved to be affective in this situation and by following Emily’s lead, she and I were 

able to share an experience in the music with an emotional improvisation. It appeared that Emily 

trusted me and was vulnerable to share these feelings. This emotional experience emphasized the 

importance of the relationship, which provided opportunities for me to show empathy and 

matching, attempting to further understand Emily’s experience. The ability to follow Emily, 

leading to emotional communication, provided her with continued support to encourage 

engagement and increased interaction.   

Moments of Musicality. Theories from NRMT (Aigen, 2005) explain moments three 

and four, dealing with relationship development, growth, and the “music child” in session seven. 

NRMT theories relate to these important moments because of its focus on relatedness and 

communication, and it’s focus on the music as the main form of therapy; both moments occurred 

in session seven.  

Moment three occurred towards the beginning of session seven, within the “Baby” theme. 

This song started as an idea to connect with Emily by using her preferred music. Emily 

responded positively to this theme by engaging and interacting with me musically. It became not 

only a song, but a way of communication. Through this outlet, I was able to effectively 

communicate with Emily as well as challenge her in the music.  

During this moment, Emily allowed me into her world and initiated interaction. Back and 

forth communication was seen through laughing, smiling, and humming. I gave Emily space in 
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the music to allow her the independence to respond in her own way. Music was used as a 

motivator and was created together. I followed Emily, moment to moment, and felt connected to 

her in the music. Using techniques of improvisation, flexibility and adaptation, I was able to 

support her.  Emily’s “music child” was activated; she proved that every child does have a 

sensitivity to music and she showed this through her responses. She responded to my prompting, 

space, and challenges by breaking through her condition child and beginning to create a new 

sense of self. Her new sense of self in the music was different than what she presented typically 

outside music. In the music she engaged, formed relationships, and experienced increased 

interactivity. She showed signs of enjoyment and silliness, laughing and smiling often. As time 

went on, it appeared she became more confident and comfortable within the music and with 

myself, as she related and communicated more. My new sense of self developed as well. As I 

went on and saw Emily’s success and responses I became more confident in the music and our 

experience. I felt a stronger connection, which was exemplified through the music I brought into 

sessions.  

Moment four consisted of a whole tone improvisation. She demonstrated increased 

responses such as playing the piano, which communicated non-verbally to me. In this moment I 

supported her responses, encouraging her and using empathic understanding and positive regard. 

I did this by celebrating her responses using verbal reinforcement and mirroring techniques. Both 

moments three and four occurred because of the developed relationship between Emily and 

myself; a secure bond and nurturing relationship existed by session seven. Emily taught me 

through these moments and was an active partner in the music, which was created together. 

Emily’s individuality was focused on, creating improvisations based on what she presented in the 

moment and her needs. Whole tone scale was used because of its dynamic sound, attempting to 
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stimulate and engage Emily. Music matched her rocking and interaction was silly, fun, and 

dynamic. Containing many similar elements from NRMT as moment three, Emily’s new sense of 

self continued to emerge, showing signs of self-awareness of her capabilities. 

 Moments of Intersubjectivity. Lastly, Trondalen’s (2016) relational music therapy 

theories explain the fifth moment. In this moment, Emily was playing the piano while the 

therapist played the drum. Emily was immersed in the music as was observed in her rocking and 

bouncing movements. It appeared she was connected and engaged in the music and the 

experience. Trondalen (2016) emphasizes the importance of shared experiences and how they 

lead to growth and development. Emily and the therapist were together in the music, having a 

non-verbal conversation. Focus was on the here-and-now as the moment spontaneously occurred 

and the therapist adapted to meet Emily. She showed trust and comfort, allowed herself to share 

a new experience, and immersed herself in it. The therapist acknowledged Emily’s 

improvisations, which may have yielded feelings of understanding and acceptance. 

Synchronization was used using eye contact and mimicking expressions of vocalizations. I was 

in tune with Emily’s affects, attempting to match them on the drum and through my singing and 

intensity. Although brief, we shared a moment together in the music, relating and building upon 

our therapeutic relationship. I was able to support her expressions on the piano and attempt to 

understand what she was experiencing. This was an important moment and the first-time 

coactive music making occurred. Trondalen (2016) helps explain this moment and its 

significance.  

Relationship Development 

 The relationship developed in regards to three elements in therapy: the music, Emily, and 

the therapist. 
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 The music. Aigen (1998) says that music is the primary agent of change. Music can be 

used as a motivator for relationship and development (Ritholz, 2014). The music provided a 

basis for the relationship to develop. In the beginning sessions, I explored many musical forms, 

attempting to find Emily’s preference and what stimulated her. Background knowledge from 

Emily’s file and previous music therapy sessions also proved to be helpful in giving me some 

insight.  

 Emily’s first connection to the music was seen in session one, humming and rocking to 

the music played. The relationship developed through the music; it was the primary form of 

communication. The music developed as sessions went on and as I got to know Emily. The 

reoccurring “Baby” parody was introduced because of information from Emily’s teacher. A 

majority of improvisations and musical experiences were based on the foundation of this parody 

song. It became a familiar theme, encouraging Emily to engage and converse in the music. It 

appeared that Emily became comfortable with this music and it allowed her opportunities of 

expression and creativity. Once she trusted myself and the situation, she evolved through the 

music. Her musical evolution can be seen throughout her treatment from session one to thirteen. 

Developing a relationship in the music allowed Emily to grow and develop, increasing her 

interactivity within the thirteen sessions and highlighting the importance of the relationship in 

therapy, which is the basis of this study.  

 Emily. Early in treatment, it became apparent that developing a strong therapeutic 

rapport would be crucial for Emily’s progress. In the first few sessions, Emily appeared 

disconnected, but sparks of interest and engagement occurred. Although it is impossible to know 

with certainty what Emily experienced and felt, there was a moment in session two when Emily 

non-verbally expressed trust toward me: Emily put her arm around me and looked at me. This 
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gesture was repeated many times throughout sessions and became more frequent as treatment 

continued. Emily was still hesitant, at times laying on the piano turned away from me, but her 

interaction was increased over time. Emily also began to respond by playing the piano and 

laughing in a conversation-like manner. She looked at me more frequently and was more 

engaged during the musical experiences. It appeared that she became more comfortable with me, 

which allowed her to grow and successfully achieve her goal. Emily engaged in the music more 

openly and appeared less closed off. She kept her head up and her body more open. It is clear to 

see the progression from her hesitation in the beginning to her openness, creativity, and 

interaction in closing sessions.  

The relationship between Emily and myself may have developed so strongly because the 

therapist accepted Emily for who she was and looked past her diagnosis. It appeared that Emily 

sensed this from me, and allowed me to enter her world. This trust and relationship allowed for 

Emily to be successful in music therapy. I used Emily’s strengths and focused on her success. 

She allowed Emily to “shine” in music. It appeared that Emily felt safe and supported, which 

allowed the development of a strong relationship between myself and Emily.  

 The therapist. It is important to discuss how the relationship progressed in terms of the 

myself, the therapist. I was an intern completing my six-month internship for my master’s degree 

in music therapy, receiving weekly training and supervision. As an intern, I was learning and 

growing in a parallel process to Emily. Although the therapeutic relationship was important for 

Emily, it also had an impact on me. As I went through the treatment with Emily, my relationship 

with the music became stronger. I gained confidence, which in turn, affected sessions with 

Emily. Through weekly supervision and increased experience, I learned my own weaknesses and 

fears, as well as strengths. I became more confident, and grew as a musician and improviser. My 
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progression in my relationship to music and clinical skills was parallel to Emily’s progression in 

developing trust. As I became more secure in my own abilities, Emily was able to open up. 

Therefore, as Emily became more open and engaged to the music, therapeutic change occurred.  

Personal Experience 

 From this process, I learned a lot about my views and perspectives in music therapy, 

other views and perspectives within the humanistic world, and the effects of music therapy on a 

young adult with developmental delays. Everyone has a unique personal relationship to music 

(Bruscia, 2013a). Prior to writing this thesis, I already believed in the healing benefits of music 

in a person’s life. Music was a form of enjoyment, a hobby, and my career. While providing 

treatment for Emily, I tried not to project my relationship to music onto Emily, and allowed her 

to form her own relationship to the music. I followed Emily’s lead, using her strengths to connect 

her to the music making, allowing a growth in relationship. Ultimately, my relationship to music 

grew stronger through treating Emily.  

 As I’ve said before, I was an intern while providing music therapy, learning and growing 

from Emily. My overall experience with Emily was very eventful and I can summarize my 

personal experience describing my feelings in the beginning, middle, and end of treatment. 

 As treatment began, one word described my emotions: anxious. This being the second 

half of my internship, standards were set higher and more was required of me. I had met Emily 

once, but we had no relationship developed and this was a new experience for both of us. In our 

first session together, Emily walked out the door in the middle of music, leaving me with 

feelings of defeat and frustration. Although she was redirected back into the room, I was not able 

to connect with her or engage her like I envisioned. This led to me feeling uneasy, attempting to 

search for ideas and musical ways to connect and relate to her.  
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 Towards the middle of treatment, my confidence had definitely increased, but I often 

found myself confused and unsure after sessions. I was uncertain if I was addressing Emily’s 

needs and giving her the support and treatment she needed. I saw moments of success and 

growth in Emily and myself from the beginning, but this did not decrease my self-doubt. I 

constantly thought about what to play, what to do, and what was “right.” Through supervision, I 

was able to address these self-hindering thoughts, understanding that there is not one “right” 

answer and that if I am in my head, I cannot focus on Emily and the music. I learned a lot about 

myself during this time, such as my need to be “perfect” and my concern that I was not good 

enough. I was not able to fully immerse myself in the music until I was able to realize what these 

thoughts and ideas were doing and stop worrying about perfection. There is no such thing as a 

“perfect” response to a situation, and I learned there was no “right” way to respond to Emily. I 

was not wrong for playing a certain improvisation or engaging her a specific way. I constantly 

criticized myself and realized that this was only holding me back. My supervisor helped me 

through this process, encouraging and supporting me no matter what occurred.  

 As treatment came to an end, I saw a significant growth personally. I approached sessions 

with confidence, focusing on Emily and the music. My improvisational skills grew as well and I 

was not worried about what to play or what it sounded like, and was able to let the music come 

freely based on what was happening moment-to-moment. Although the idea of perfection was 

still present, I was able to see past this and realize that was an unrealistic thought, hindering my 

progress. Once I was able to see my flaws and limitations, they were more easily conquered and 

used as a way to grow.  

 This experience led me to my own self-realization and self-actualization. I was passionate 

and excited about what had occurred over my entire internship experience, especially in my time 
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with Emily. In order to reexamine this case study, I analyzed video recorded sessions from 

treatment. This allowed me to visually see my growth from session one to 13 and also revisit my 

personal experience throughout. I was clearly able to watch my growth and development and my 

anxiety soon turned into confidence and strength.  

Although my music therapy treatment with Emily lasted for only thirteen sessions, she 

made a lasting impact in my life and therapeutic work. Because this was part of my internship, 

our time together ended and Emily continued music therapy with another therapist. A strong 

relationship was formed between us, and it was difficult to terminate treatment with her. I 

became bonded with Emily and the music we made together. I did not want our time to end, 

especially since Emily was succeeding and progressing in the music.  

Summary 

The role of relationship in humanistic, client-centered music therapy was closely 

examined in this case study. Various theories from music therapists and psychologists explained 

the phenomenon of relationship in Emily’s treatment. The five significant moments given in-

depth are grounded and explained by seminal theorists. The quantitative results provided 

additional insight and information on Emily’s progress. This study implies that relationship can 

play an important role in music therapy treatment in humanistic work. Current medical models of 

therapy may be lacking concepts such as insubjectivity and relationship, and techniques such as 

empathy, positive regard, and genuineness, that revealed effective results in treatment. This study 

illustrates that understanding the client and treating them as a whole, not attempting to cure or 

“fix” them, has powerful results. Is it possible that medical models would benefit from including 

a relationship emphasis in their current practices? Emily was clearly affected by the development 

of relationship and it was seen throughout her time and growth in therapy. Because this is only 
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one case study, further examination on the role of the therapeutic relationship in music therapy 

with children, adolescents, and adults with developmental delays is warranted.  

Emily and I mutually grew throughout treatment. We developed a strong relationship 

through the music, learning and growing from each other. It appeared that my development 

helped hers, and hers helped mine, as we both grew throughout our shared time. I learned the 

important idea that until the therapist feels secure, how can the client feel the same? Emily may 

have sensed my evolution and development during treatment. As I felt more confident, her 

growth ran parallel to mine. This experience left a lasting impact on me, as Emily was a 

significant teacher in my therapeutic work and studies.  
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Appendix A 

LEVELS OF SOCIAL COMPETENCE  

(Loretto, C., & Deyermond, E. (2012a) 

LEVEL ONE 

At this level, individuals are developing skills necessary for social interaction to occur. 

Sessions at this level are typically on an individual basis and focus on developing:  

•  Attention (sustained participation in music making)  

• Regulation (focusing energies to musical activity)  

• Interactivity (responding to cues, following directions, reciprocation, cause/effect, eye 

contact)  

• Interest (in the music)  

LEVEL TWO  

At this level, individuals are developing play skills and interaction peer to peer. Sessions at 

this level typically involve 2-3 children/adults and focus on developing:  

• Parallel Play (side by side participation)  

• Joint Attention (maintaining focus on same activity)  

• Social recognition (recognizing others responses)  

• A basic understanding of rules and structures  

• Following directions  

LEVEL THREE: GROUP SESSIONS  

At this level, individuals are gaining an understanding of how to function in a group activity. 

Sessions at this level typically include 3+ children/adults and focus on developing:  

• Cooperative play (shared participation)  
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• Turning taking  

• Flexibility 

LEVEL FOUR: SOCIAL GROUPS  

At this level, individuals develop a sense of responsibility, leading to meaningful friendships, 

as they work together towards a common goal. Groups include performance groups, choir, rock 

band or Orff groups. Sessions at this level include 3+ children/adults and focus on developing:  

• Work towards a common goal  

• Peer support  

• Leadership skills  

• Responsibility (understanding your part contributes to something greater)  

• Leisure skills (practice outside of the session)  

LEVEL FIVE: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT  

At this level, individuals expand their social circle through participation in groups in the 

greater community, such as community choirs, community theatre groups or community bands. 

At this level, children/adults require minimal supports in order to engage fully in the various 

groups, and friendships develop naturally through meaningful participation (pp. 1-2).  
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Appendix B 
 

The Nordoff-Robbins Child-Therapist Relationship in Coactive Musical Experience Scale 
(Nordoff & Robbins, 2007, pp. 375-382) 

 
LEVEL 1: 

Unresponsive nonacceptance Apparent obliviousness, active rejection; Panic/rage reaction when 
pressed 

Participation  Resistiveness  

The Child:  
• Comes to the session with indifference  

or with diffuse anxiety, which may  
persist throughout the session.  

• Is not totally impervious: there are  
intermittent signs that indicate a fleeting 
awareness of, and brief behavioral 
responses to, the activities of the 
therapist.  

• Is clearly aware of the therapy situation, 
but inhibits any tendency to respond 
positively.  

• Turns away, averts gaze, looks past or 
through the therapist apparently with 
intention and may ward him/her off 
with vacuous smiles or faint, weak 
teasing.  

• May avert contact by becoming intently 
preoccupied with body parts or with 
objects in the room  

 
 
The Child:  

• Shows unwillingness or distress when  
brought to the session.  

• Appears to be entirely oblivious of the  
therapist.  

• Is out of contact with the situation and  
remains impervious to any approach  

• Actively rejects the situation.  
• May withdraw, become acutely  

distressed, protest forcefully, or display a 
temper tantrum if the therapist attempts 
to involve him in an activity or to keep 
him in the room against his will.  

• Reacts negatively to intrusive 
approaches on the part of the therapist – 
which, if persistent, may provoke a 
panic/rage reaction.  

• May appear to be trying to drown out of 
combat the music by screaming.  

• Will usually make attempts to get out  
of the room, and leave it with relief.  

 
 

LEVEL 2: 
Wary ambivalence; tentative acceptance Anxious uncertainty; tendency toward rejection 

Participation  Resistiveness  
The Child: 
• Passively accepts being brought to the  
session.  

The Child: 
• May be reluctantly hesitant or a little  
fearful on being brought to the session,  
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• May venture close to the therapist on 
own initiative.  

• Shows an evoked involvement in musical 
activities and/or relationship that is 
intermittent and cannot be sustained – 
most responses on this level have the 
character of being evoked  

• Will look directly by briefly at the 
therapist from a distance and obliquely 
when close, the quality of his look 
indicating some reaction to, or interest in 
an element of the improvised music that 
he seems to find intriguing.  

• Seems to show an interest in participating 
but (currently) lacks the capacity to do 
so.  

• Is just beginning to accept the peripheral, 
supportive actions of the co-therapist.  

• Makes little or no move to leave during 
the session.  

            and possibly show a whish to leave the  
            room.  

• Will become uneasy or resistive when  
brought into proximity with the  
therapist.  

• May withdraw and possibly become  
distressed if approached too directly  
by the co-therapist.  

• Who is unable to relate his or her  
mode of response to the music the 
therapist provides, reverts to using 
instruments, voice or body 
perseveratively.  

• Under any pressure will regress to 
lower levels of behavior.  

 
 
 
 

 
 

LEVEL 3: Limited responsive activity Evasive defensiveness 
Participation  Resistiveness  
The Child:  

• Comes to the session with equanimity,  
even with a discernible willingness.  

• Is at ease in the therapy situation and  
does not shy away from the therapist.  

• Shows moments of clearly expressed  
responsiveness related to dawning 
experiences of mood being met and/or 
activities matched by the music; at these 
times may look at the therapist 
questioningly or with excitement, 
wonder, pleasure, surprise, or 
puzzlement.  

• If instrumentally or vocally active, 
shows some drive and/or interest in the 
activity and is attentive for short periods 
to the musicing experiences the therapist 
is creating with or through the activity.  

• Shows an overall character of 
responsiveness to the therapist and 
his/her activities that can be © tenuous, 

The Child:  
• Seems not to want to get involved.  
• Holds off from coactivity – but  

without distress or anxiety.  
• May appear to feel overwhelmed or  

threatened by the closeness of contact 
that the therapist’s approach and/or 
technique is inducing, and resort to 
defensive behavior, resistiveness taking 
the forms of evasive teasing, aloofness, 
defensive avoidance, inhibiting 
immobility.  

• Wanders away from the proximity of the 
piano, therapist, or co-therapist by 
repeatedly returns. 

• May indicate a wish to leave the music 
room, but easily accepts redirection.  
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and/or (ii) tentative, and/or (iii) 
unsettles, and/or (iv) capricious, 
depending on the individual.  
 

 
 
 
 

LEVEL 4: 
Activity relationship developing Perversity and/or manipulation 

Participation  Resistiveness  
The Child:  

• Comes to the session with obvious  
satisfaction and pleasure.  

• Adopts and begins to sustain – from  
among the possibilities of the situation as it 
develops – the mode(s) of musical response he is 
finding meaningful and possible.  

• Shows pleasure in being active with the music.  
• Obviously experiences the therapist’s close 

support and response.  
• Recognizes the therapist as an active “music-

person”, whose attention is directed and related in 
spontaneous experience to himself/herself.  

• Develops a musical activity- relationship to the 
therapist, which can establish a consistently 
recurring positive response to the therapy 
situation; at times there is communicative and 
sustained eye-to- eye contact.  

• May be hesitant to leave when the  

The Child:  
• No longer feels threatened 

and can  
stand up to the overall 
experience;  
resistiveness appears as less 
defensive.  

• Can now assert himself 
resistively  
through playful perversity, 
coy teasing,  
manipulation, or distractive 
behavior.  

• Reaches the limit of a 
capacity to  
tolerate the experience of 
coactivity and presents the 
therapist with the inability to 
continue participation.  

 
 
 

LEVEL 5: 
Assertive coactivity; working relationship; self-confident purposefulness Perseverative 

compulsiveness and/or assertive inflexibility; contest 
Participation  Resistiveness  
The Child:  

• May demonstrate eagerness to come to  
the session.  

• Enjoys being with the therapist.  
• Is caught up in the activity of making  

what has come to be his music with  
therapist.  

• Sustains an energetic, expressively free  

The Child:  
• May show an assertiveness that at 

times  
becomes contesting or willful but, 
provided it is expressed with some 
musical attribute or form, it has the 
possibility of being engaged by the 
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use of the instruments and/or voice, which 
enables the therapist to create with, around, 
and in response to his activity a vividness 
of musical experience he appears to find 
exhilarating.  

• Initiates and/or participates in instrumental 
and/or vocal give-and- takes which are 
mutually exciting and pleasurable, and 
which communicate, define, and enliven 
the activity relationship.  

• Shows Assertive coactivity as a salient 
characteristic of this level.  

• Who is naturally assertive, will use the 
expressive possibilities of the situation 
with some boldness.  

• Who is more passive, less strong- willed, 
will become stimulated to assertive 
coactivity.  

• Who is timid or withdrawn, will make 
cautious advances in expressive freedom or 
make progress through bursts of excited 
responsiveness.  

• Whose functional capacities for musical 
expression are severely limited by 
physical, mental, and/or emotional 
pathology, or by developmental 
immaturity, can attain the assertive 
coactivity of Level (5) through specialized, 
supportive, and /or stimulating techniques 
of the therapist; the range of responsive 
activity he achieves will probably remain 
relatively narrow, yet although its 
expressive scope of limited, the 
relationship achieves an intensity of 
contact.  

• Who, in contrast, can participate in a wider 
range of musical activity now shows 
purposeful involvement in the character 
and mobility of his music; tonal and/or 
rhythmic components are assertively 
expressed in singing or beating. The 
musical broadening of the Level (4) 
activity relationship lead on Level (5) to 
the inception of a working relationship.  

• Becomes responsive to musical work – and 
will concentrate on applying or developing 

therapist and led into creative 
communication.  

• Who assertively perseverates a 
musical obsession or fixation – 
rhythmic, melodic, thematic, 
instrumental – can be come 
resistively self-assertive; compulsive 
obstinacy and/or rebelliousness 
isolate him from coactivity and 
hinder progress.  
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skills in working with therapist on 
particular evolving musical expressions 
and structures.  

• May make deliberate efforts to prolong the 
working activities.  

 
 

LEVEL 6: 
Mutuality and co-creativity in the expressive mobility of music Crisis – toward resolution; (b) no 

resistiveness 
Participation  Resistiveness  
The Child:  

• Is intently committed to the flexible  
expressiveness and variety of active  
musical experiences.  

• Shows a purposeful musical interest in,  
and a perceptive response to the melodic, harmonic, and /or 
rhythmic inventiveness and the expressive directness of the 
music the therapist  
improvises.  

• Shows independence in cooperative  
creativity and in self-determined musically 
intelligent expressions that are initiated with 
the confident expectation of the therapist’s 
supportive response.  

• Conveys an intensity of involvement in the 
creative flow of the sessions that prompts 
him to use musical ideas to express personal 
issues. When the therapist can musically 
support such moments of spontaneity, the 
child may use the mood and structure of the 
music in interactive play or to communicate 
ideas or feelings.  

• Who is emotionally disturbed, and who is 
able, through the intensity of mood or 
activity, to express the chaotic content of his 
personality will be able to achieve a 
significant degree of resolution, and tension 
will be lifted fro the clinical situation. Such 
moments in therapy can be critical, and may 
well be that in the challenge of the situation 
is it the child who leads the therapist in the 
direction of the creative resolution. The apt 
and empathic support of the therapist will be 
crucial in furthering this process. The 

The Child: 
• Who is primarily emotionally disturbed  
may find relationship with the therapist on 
this level to be hazardous and threatening. 
The stimulation and intimacy of musical-
personal contract impel his drives, feelings, 
and needs toward musical expression. An 
inability to achieve this, to trust the 
therapist, or to find or accept a form that 
will express his personal emotional charge, 
will likely result in an instability of his 
overall response. He may show signs of 
being overwhelmed or disoriented, and 
defensively revert to this less threatening 
participation of the qualities of resistiveness 
of lower levels. His response will then be 
registered in scattered scoring.  
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Child’s response can still remain somewhat 
erratic and have it unstable moments after 
attaining such resolution, by a resourcefully 
maintained musical working relationship can 
support further therapeutic progress.  
 

 
 
 

LEVEL 7: 
Stability and confidence in interpersonal musical relationship. Sharing in the meaningfulness 

and fulfillment of participation. 
Now identifying with the resulting sense of capability and well-being, the child resists his 

regressive tendencies. 
Participation  Resistiveness  
The Child:  

• Has confidence in the total situation –  
in himself, in the therapist personally, and in 
making music with them – and is completely 
secure.  

• Identifies with music-making and sustains 
will-ordered, stable, musical objective, in a 
spirit of mutual partnership.  

• Is making the fullest use of the situation to the 
extent that personal ability allows.  

• Displays responsive behavior that is now 
fundamentally expressive of individual 
temperament and personality traits.  

• Has achieved an inherently realized sense of 
personal fulfillment and emancipation in 
active musical experiences and is now 
capable of resisting personal regressive 
tendencies. In this he may be supported by an 
identification with the therapist’s 
expectations.  

None  
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Appendix C 
 

The Nordoff-Robbins Child-Therapist Relationship in Coactive Musical Experience Scale 
(Nordoff & Robbins, 2007, pp. 375-382) 

 
Characteristics of participation and resistiveness in Levels Two and Three for Emily at the 

beginning of sessions. 
 Participation Resistiveness 

 

Level 

Two 

• Passively accepts being 

brought to the session. 

• May venture close to the 

therapist on own initiative.  

• Seems to show an interest in 

participating but (currently) 

lacks the capacity to do so. 

(Nordoff & Robbins, 2007, 

p. 376) 

 

• May be reluctantly hesitant or a little 

fearful on being brought to the 

sessions and possibly show the wish 

to leave the room. 

• Will become uneasy or resistive when 

brought into proximity with the 

therapist. (Nordoff & Robbins, 2007, 

p. 377) 

 

Level 

Three 

If instrumentally or vocally active, 

shows some drive and or/interest in 

the activity and is attentive for short 

periods to the musicing experiences 

the therapist is creating with or 

through the activity.  

(Nordoff & Robbins, 2007, p. 377).  

 

• Seems to not want to get involved. 

• Holds off from coactivity but without 

distress or anxiety. (Nordoff & 

Robbins, 2007, p. 377)  
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 Characteristics of participation in Levels Five and Six for Emily at the end of sessions 

 

 Participation  

Level 

Five  

• Enjoys being with the 

therapist. 

• Sustains and energetic, 

expressively free use of 

instruments and/or voice. 

• “Initiates and/or participates 

in instrumental and/or vocal 

give-and-takes, which are 

mutually exciting and 

pleasurable, and which 

communicate, define, and 

enliven the activity 

relationship. (Nordoff & 

Robbins, 2007, p. 379).  

Level 

Six 

• Shows a purposeful musical 

interest in, and a perceptive 

response to melodic, 

harmonic, and/or rhythmic 

inventiveness and the 

expressive directness of the 
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music the therapist 

improvises. (Nordoff & 

Robbins, 2007, p. 380)  
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Appendix D 
 

Graph showing frequency of responses of Emily throughout music therapy treatment.  
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